
2.77 PUP #4: Kinematic Coupling Design 
 
1) Design a 3D kinematic coupling. 
 
3d print bed mount 
 
I am planning on using a kinematic coupling to attach the print bed to the base of my 3d printer. 
Although precision and repeatability in the XY plane are not super important, it is important that the 
print bed is stiff, does not deform under load of the part, and most importantly does not wobble during 
the print. Thus, exactly constraining the print bed to the base will prevent it from wobbling, as well as 
making it easy to take the print bed on and off without having to put much effort into realignment.  
 
I purchased a heated print bed made out of PCB material (FR-4), with dimensions and material 
properties listed in my notebook below. I am planning on waterjetting grooves into the print bed, and 
attaching 0.25” steel balls to the base. However, since I only have one heat bed and am not exactly 
sure of the dimensions I need (which depend on the structure that I end up choosing), I do not want to 
cut it yet. Below is the design and spreadsheet for the heat bed KC.  
 

 



 
 
 
Stackable coasters 
 

Since I couldn’t physically make the KC that I designed 
yet, I decided to make a set of coasters for this 
assignment. Each coaster is exactly the same (laser cut 
from 4.5mm acrylic), with three holes for balls and three 
groves. The holes are chamfered to increase contact 
surface area with the balls (for better Hertz contact 
stresses and more surface area for glue adhesion), and 
0.25” plastic balls are super glued to the holes.  
  

 
 



 
 
 
2) Build and test it 
 

  
 
a) Stiffness 
 
Ideally I would use an Instron or Admet machine to measure a force-displacement curve of my KC, 
but I do not have one in my lab. Thus, I just measured stiffness by feel.  
 
I took one coupling (two coasters) and pinched them together at one ball as hard as I could. 
According to http://www.fcesoftware.com/images/5_Grip_and_Pinch_Norms.pdf, the average pinch 
strength of females my age is 70 lb, which is what I’ll assume is my pinch strength. I was using both 
hands, with an estimated total force of 2 70 𝑙𝑏 = 140 𝑙𝑏 = 63.5 𝑘𝑔 = 635 𝑁. I was able to compress 
the ball/plastic by around 0.5 mm, giving as estimated stiffness of !"#!

!.!!!
= 1270 𝑁/𝑚𝑚 per ball, at the 

location of the ball. This stiffness is only due to compressive forces acting on the acrylic and balls, 



and ignores deflections from forces in other locations, which just depends on the part geometry and 
acrylic material properties. 
 
b) Repeatability 
 
To test repeatability I stacked all the coasters and taped a laser pointer to the top. I placed them on a 
platform 12 feet away from a wall, and used a pencil to mark the center of the laser (circled dot in 
bottom right photo below). I removed the top white coaster and replaced it in the same orientation, 
and then marked the new laser center. I was able to do this 8 times before accidentally knocking the 
coasters out of their place on the platform. The longest distance between any two dots was slightly 
less than 0.5”. Using the equation 𝑠 = 𝑅𝜃 and assuming 𝑠 ≈ 𝛿!"# since the angle is very small, we 
can conclude that 𝜃 ≤ !!"#

!
= !.!!"

!""!"
= 0.0035 𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 3.5 𝑚𝑟𝑎𝑑. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c) Accuracy 
 
The accuracy required for the coaster position relative to each other is very low. The coasters must all 
be visually flat and concentric, and grooves and balls must align with each other. Because of this, I 
opted for a visual analysis of accuracy using a level placed flush with surfaces of the coaster stack. 
The advantage of this method is it allowed me to perform measurements for every possible coaster 
angle and position in the stack (4! * 3 = 72 permutations). During the process I found what I consider 
to be adequate performance: The air bubble of the level was not always in the direct center, but it did 
always stay within the two center black lines. In addition, the circles always appeared to be 
concentric. This is consistent with what was predicted on the spreadsheet: accuracy within a margin 
of error that is smaller than what can be picked up with a level or the naked eye.  

 



 
 
 
3) Compare and test predictions. How would you change the design and update the 
spreadsheet? 
 
As predicted in the original coaster design spreadsheet, with a small preload and small force, the 
error displacements were tiny. The measured displacements (with the laser repeatability test) are 
more likely from small changes in laser pointer alignment each time, and relative movement between 
the platform and the rest of the coaster stack, than actual changes in relative position between 
coasters.  
 
The KC spreadsheet below inputs a -1270 N force in the z direction to see the predicted z 
displacement, which is 0.3322 mm. This is pretty close to the 0.5 mm displacement (by eye) actually 
seen in the stiffness test.  
 

 


